EFFECTIVE VOLT/VAR CONTROL IN LOW VOLTAGE GRIDS WITH BULK LOADS SUCH AS ELECTRIC VEHICLE GARAGES
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ABSTRACT

The growing share of distributed energy resources aggravates voltage control in distribution grids. The X(U) local control and its combination with Q-Autarkic customer plants are the most effective and reliable Volt/var control strategies in low voltage grids with high prosumer share. However, these strategies may need adaptations to guarantee voltage limit compliance when bulk loads such as electric vehicle parking garages are connected to the low voltage feeders. This paper extends the X(U) local control concept to involve bulk loads in Volt/var control and analyzes the resulting load flows in a real low voltage grid. Results show that the extended control scheme reliably removes all voltage limit violations by increasing the reactive power flows through the low voltage feeders and distribution substations.

INTRODUCTION

The increasing share of photovoltaic (PV) systems and electric vehicle (EV) chargers challenges the operation of distribution grids [1,2]. Maintaining voltage limit compliance is a major issue for future smart grids [3]. At the same time, distributed energy resources (DER) may provide reactive power (Q) to support voltage control within the grid [4]. Local Volt/var control (VVC) schemes, such as cosϕ(P) and Q(U), are well known [5], but they provoke tremendous uncontrolled reactive power flows that propagate up to the superordinate grid levels [6]. These issues are addressed by the X(U) local control strategy [7] and its combination with Q-Autarkic customer plants (CP) [8], which maintain voltage limit compliance while minimizing the uncontrolled reactive power flows. The X(U) concept intends the installation of variable reactive power devices (RPD), such as switchable capacitors and reactors, or power electronic-based devices, close to the ends of low voltage (LV) feeders that maintain acceptable voltages at their connection points. Meanwhile, Q-Autarkic CPs supply their reactive power demand locally and do not exchange any reactive power with the grid. However, the functioning of the X(U) concept has only been validated for LV grids connecting small DERs, such as residential EV chargers and rooftop PV systems [9], but not in the presence of bulk loads.

This paper investigates the ability of the X(U) local control to maintain voltage limit compliance in an LV grid that connects Q-Autarkic prosumers and bulk loads such as EV parking garages. Furthermore, the X(U) local control strategy is extended to guarantee voltage limit compliance also in times of bulk consumption. The presented analysis is extended in [10] to consider bulk producers such as community-owned PV systems and different LV grids.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

This paper uses load flow analysis to evaluate the effect of different Volt/var control setups on the behavior of an LV grid connecting prosumers and an EV parking garage. This section describes the investigated control setups, the used power system model, and the procedures used to evaluate the simulation results.

Control setups

Fig. 1 shows three different VVC setups applied to an LV feeder connecting residential CPs and an EV parking garage. The setup without any VVC is shown in Fig. 1a. PV systems and EV chargers do not contribute any reactive power. Therefore, the residential CPs exchange reactive power with the LV grid to supply the demand of their household devices, such as motor-driven, lighting, and switch-mode power supply devices. Meanwhile, the parking garage does not contribute any reactive power (consuming devices such as lighting and ventilation systems are neglected). Fig. 1b shows the setup with CP Q-Autarky and X(U) local control at the feeder end, which is denoted as ‘X(U) & CP Autarky’. In this paper, the X(U) local control bases on (lossless) power electronic devices that are capable of adjusting their reactive power contributions continuously. Q-Autarkic CPs use their PV inverter or other reactive power sources to supply the Q-demand of their household devices locally; they do not exchange any reactive power with the LV grid. X(U) local control is implemented in an RPD connected at the feeder end, which contributes the reactive power required to maintain the local voltage between 0.91 and 1.09 p.u. This setup is extended in Fig. 1c, where the X(U) local control is additionally implemented at the parking garage’s delivery point. This control setup is denoted as ‘X(U) & CP Autarky’. 
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Power system model

The effects of the different VVC setups are investigated using load flow analysis of the low voltage level. Losses within the parking garage and CPs, as well as asymmetry, are neglected.

Residential customer plants

Fig. 2 overviews the lumped model of residential CPs. It consists of two components: a device (Dev) model representing the household devices and a producer (Pr) model representing a five kWp PV system, Fig. 2a. The active ($P^{\text{dev}}_{t}$) and reactive power ($Q^{\text{dev}}_{t}$) exchanges between the LV grid and the residential CPs at daytime $t$ are determined by Eq. (1), wherein $P^{\text{dev}}_{t}$ and $Q^{\text{dev}}_{t}$ are the Dev.-model’s actual active and reactive power absorptions, and $P^{\text{Pr}}_{t}$ is the Pr.-model’s active power injection. The simplified modeling of CP _Q-Autarky according Eq. (1b) is valid as the losses at the CP level are neglected, and the corresponding reactive power source is assumed to be sufficiently dimensioned.

$$P^{\text{LV-ev}}_{t} = P^{\text{dev}}_{t} - P^{\text{Pr}}_{t} \quad (1a)$$

$$Q^{\text{LV-ev}}_{t} = Q^{\text{dev}}_{t}, \text{ without } CP \_Q-Autarky \quad 0_{t}, \text{ with } CP \_Q-Autarky \quad (1b)$$

Fig. 2b exemplifies the load profiles specifying the power contributions of both model components at the nominal voltage ($U_{\text{nom}}$). The load profile generator [11] is used to synthesize individual consumption profiles for the Dev.-model of each residential CP. The Dev.-model’s actual power consumption depends on the local voltage ($U_{t}$) and is determined by the polynomial load model [12] given in Eq. (2).

$$\frac{P^{\text{dev}}_{t}}{P^{\text{dev}}_{\text{nom},t}} = 0.96 \cdot \left( \frac{U_{t}}{U_{\text{nom}}} \right)^2 - 1.17 \cdot \left( \frac{U_{t}}{U_{\text{nom}}} \right) + 1.21 \quad (2a)$$

$$\frac{Q^{\text{dev}}_{t}}{Q^{\text{dev}}_{\text{nom},t}} = 6.28 \cdot \left( \frac{U_{t}}{U_{\text{nom}}} \right)^2 - 10.16 \cdot \left( \frac{U_{t}}{U_{\text{nom}}} \right) + 4.88 \quad (2b)$$

Where $P^{\text{dev}}_{t}$ and $Q^{\text{dev}}_{t}$ are the Dev.-model’s active and reactive power absorptions at the nominal voltage. Meanwhile, the same PV production profile, generated with [13], is used for the Pr.-model of all CPs. The PV systems’ active power injections are modeled voltage-independent [14].
VOLT/VAR BEHAVIOR OF LV GRID

Voltages

Fig. 5 shows the maximal and minimal values of the LV grid’s node voltages over the day. Most of the time, the VVC setups including \(X(U)\) and \(X(U)^+\) local control behave similarly, so the corresponding curves overlap. Meanwhile, the CP \(Q\)-Autarky modifies the grid voltages during the whole day. According to Fig. 5a, the upper voltage limit is violated many times between 9:05 and 14:53 without any VVC. Both VVC setups successfully eliminate these limit violations. Meanwhile, the lower voltage limit violations are removed only by the \(X(U)^+\) control setup, i.e., when the parking garage contributes reactive power, Fig. 5b.

Reactive power flows

Fig. 6 shows the daily reactive power flows within the LV grid for different VVC setups and DTR primary voltages. Without any VVC, no RPDs are connected to the LV grid, and the EV parking garage does not contribute any reactive power. Therefore, only the reactive power contributions of the CPs, LV lines, and the DTR determine the \(Q\)-flows at the distribution substation level. The high reactive power flows around midday, shown in Fig. 6a and 6d, are mainly attributable to grid losses arising from the massive active power consumption.
power injections of the PV systems, especially when the DTR primary voltage is set to 0.96 p.u. As Fig. 6b and 6e show, the ‘X(U) & CPQ+’ control setup fundamentally modifies the system behavior: the CPs do not contribute any reactive power, so only the RPDs and grid losses determine the MV-LV reactive power exchange. When the slack voltage is set to 1.04 p.u., the RPDs consume large Q-amounts around midday to maintain acceptable voltages. Meanwhile, for a slack voltage of 0.96 p.u., the RPDs inject some reactive power to keep the voltages at the feeder ends above the lower limit.

Fig. 6c and 6f illustrate the reactive power flows resulting from the ‘X(U)’ & CPQ+’ control setup. For a DTR primary voltage of 1.04 p.u., the EV parking garage absorbs some reactive power around midday, slightly reducing the RPDs’ total Q-consumption while increasing the MV-LV reactive power exchange. When the slack voltage is set to 0.96 p.u., the EV parking garage consumes large Q-amounts around 14:06 to maintain voltage limit compliance at its connection point. Here, the RPDs do not contribute any reactive power.

Fig. 6. Daily reactive power flows within the LV grid for different DTR primary voltages and VVC setups: (a) 1.04 p.u. without any VVC; (b) 1.04 p.u. with ‘X(U) & CPQ+’ control; (c) 1.04 p.u. with ‘X(U)’ & CPQ+’ control; (d) 0.96 p.u. without any VVC; (e) 0.96 p.u. with ‘X(U)’ & CPQ+’ control; (f) 0.96 p.u. with ‘X(U)’ & CPQ+’ control.

Fig. 7. LV grid state diagrams for different cases and control setups: (a) Case A without any VVC; (b) Case A with ‘X(U) & CPQ+’ control; (c) Case A with ‘X(U)’ & CPQ+’ control; (d) Case B without any VVC; (e) Case B with ‘X(U) & CPQ+’ control; (f) Case B with ‘X(U)’ & CPQ+’ control.
Grid state for critical cases

Fig. 7 shows the grid state diagrams for different cases and control setups. As shown in Fig. 7a and 7d, the voltage limits are drastically violated when no VVC is used: in case A, the upper limit is exceeded from a feeder length of 0.35 km, while in case B, the lower one is violated from 0.44 km feeder length. Maximum line segment loadings of 74.53 and 57.07% occur in cases A and B, respectively.

Fig. 7b and 7e show that the \(X(U) \& CP_{VQ}^0\) control setup eliminates the upper but not the lower voltage limit violations; although the RPDs maintain acceptable voltages at the feeder’s ends, the lower limit is violated in the middle part of the feeder in case B. However, compared to the setup without any VVC, the maximum line segment loading increases to 78.64 and 58.12%, respectively, in cases A and B.

The \(X(U) \& CP_{VQ}^0\) control setup successfully eliminates all voltage limit violations, Fig. 7c and 7f. The maximum line segment loadings are increased to 78.67 and 72.01% in cases A and B, respectively.

CONCLUSIONS

The investigated control setups differently affect the voltages, reactive power flows, and equipment loadings in low voltage grids. Combining \(X(U)\) local control with \(CP_{VQ}\)-Autarky may not maintain voltage limit compliance when bulk consumers such as electric vehicle parking garages are connected in the middle part of the low voltage feeders. The \(X(U)\) local control setup guarantees voltage limit compliance in all conditions by incorporating reactive power provision of the bulk loads. Involving bulk loads in Volt/var control reduces the necessary rating of the \(X(U)\) locally controlled reactive power devices but increases the uncontrolled reactive power exchanges between medium and low voltage grids and the equipment loading at the low voltage level.
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